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Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research developed in this paper shows the design and
implementation of a Core that is used as a video controller, with
which a Stand-Alone system can be controlled at several levels.
The system can display monochromatic messages on a VGA
port, as well as images in 8-bit format using a minimum of
memory. This controller can be implemented in any low cost
FPGA, which allows the rest of the hardware resource to be
used for other tasks, making the system fully reusable in a lot
of applications.

The design of a video controller was done in a standard
hardware description language, described as a generic CORE
to visualize binary messages in a character-type
monochromatic format or 8-bit color images. The proposed
design is composed of the following functional blocks:
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•

Image to ROM: Script in Matlab that allows getting
from a standard image file to a ROM memory described
in VHDL.

•

Screen Synchronism Module: Block in charge of
generating the VGA protocol synchronization signals,
the horizontal and vertical counters with which the
coordinates are calculated.

•

ROM memory reading: Block that performs the
reading of the information in the required times and
order, in order to visualize it statically and bounded on
the screen.

•

Calculation of coordinates: Block in charge of
calculating the coordinates in which the information will
be displayed and which allows these images to move on
the screen according to the user's requirements.

INTRODUCTION
The handling of video in a digital application uses a significant
part of the computational capacity, for this reason there have
been countless jobs to design hardware that perform this work
[1], these designs point to different types of uses: video as a
display for Stand-Alone systems, real-time on-board camera
visualization [2-4], high-speed image processing [5-8] and in
general as support hardware in embedded processing in diverse
applications where they use SOC's (System On Chip) as a
processing core [9], design of video drivers in soft-core
applications [10] and in general any possible use that requires
information processing at high speed.
Visualization tasks in a digital system have a significant
computational load in terms of the use of resources, specifically
the frequency of the processor, which in order to fulfill highresolution visualization tasks must be higher than 100Mhz [1];
On the other hand, it is sometimes necessary to make
applications with multiple video inputs (cameras) [2] [3] that
require the processing of real-time video in 2D and 3D [11],
since it is currently one of the most incurred fields and in which
the use of FPGA's is imperative, devices that are able to
perform tasks of artificial intelligence, machine learning and
deep learning in real time at high speeds. Another possible use
of FPGAs at this level and with low cost, would be the
applications that carry out tasks of signals acquisition in real
time [12], where each of these variables could be visualized
locally with a VGA port, since these devices are so fast it could
be transmitted to other devices in parallel.
In this paper, a system is designed that drives the VGA port that
could be carried to a chip of specific ASIC type [13] or in an
application embedded in a modern FPGA, which means that it
can be integrated to almost any system in a fast way and using
few hardware resources; in general this CORE allows the
realization of VGA applications without requiring a personal
computer to display the information to the end user.

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
Converting the image to ROM memory
The script has as an input file an image in standard digital
format, in this case tests were performed with images in JPEG
format, which must have certain characteristics, which make
them easily transformable to an 8-bit depth format; an image
with colors that differentiate in a simple way is looked for, in
other words, it looks for images where the color is achieved
using a pure channel or the combination of some of them. On
the other hand, we look for images with an aspect ratio of 1x2
or 1x1, in such a way that it reaches a size of 16x32 or 32x32,
since the FPGA has blocks of 1KByte maximum, this is done
to avoid using more than one block memory by image.
After selecting the appropriate image, its resolution is reduced
until it reaches the aforementioned amount of information, after
which a separation of the RGB channels of the original image
is performed and binary masks are made to discard the least
significant bits of each color: 3 for the red channel, 3 for the
green channel and only 2 for the blue channel; This is done to
be fully compatible with 8-bit technology, which is something
that can be easily modified to support another hardware
configuration.
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VGA system synchronization

Frequency generator base system

From a core, see Fig. 1, the horizontal and vertical
synchronization signals (HS and VS) are generated, together
with a signal to indicate that work is being done within the
screen space (Blank) and a pair of counters that generate a
guide for the new coordinate system (hcount, vcount), these
two counters are responsible for managing the addresses with
which the memories are going to be read to show the
information to be displayed on the VGA screen.

In this case it is required that the system has a clock of 25 MHz
that will be the base of time that governs the system in general,
besides this it requires another time base to perform slower
tasks, such as performing motion effects in the texts or images
to be shown on the screen, in this case a native block of the
Xilinx FPGA's called DCM (Digital Clock manager) was used,
which allows simply changing some constants to generate
several base frequencies without the use of additional hardware
resources.

Figure 1: Core that generates system synchronization signals

ROM memory reading
This block is responsible for calculating the addresses for ROM
reading (Addr_ROM) from the horizontal and vertical
counters, this ROM can store binary information, with which it
can display information type monochrome characters or can
also contain binaries of any 8-bit depth image. From the
information that is read from the ROM, a division of the data is
carried out in the three RGB color channels that the CRT
monitor receives, in the exact times to perform the task of
visualizing the information, for this specific case, the data entry
In_ROM receives a vector of 31 positions, which is converted
into color channels to display a complete message on the
screen.

Figure 3: DCM Digital Clock Manager System clock
controller
Figure 2: Block responsible for reading ROM data
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Figure 4: General block diagram of the system

It should be noted that even the smallest FPGA has several
blocks that perfectly control the system clock, achieving
precise frequencies essential for this type of application and
most importantly without spending any type of hardware
resource.

VGA driver
Having these basic blocks, we have a system that can show on
a VGA monitor any type of information, originally it can be
monochromatic character information, but in the end, several
ROM memories can be generated with images in 8-bit format,
these images can be displayed with different aspect ratios,
achieving background effects, movement and resizing of the
images to be displayed.
Fig. 4 shows a general block diagram of the system, which can
be used to display different types of information, depending on
the ROM memory, where the information to be displayed is
stored on the screen.

Handling image memory (ROM)
In Fig. 4 a general block diagram is shown, where a ROM
memory reader with a single memory is shown, in that memory
the character type information can be stored, which is
constructed in a simple way by means of some numerical
manipulation program, such as excel, Matlab or some

equivalent, this information shown in Fig. 5 can have a size of
a few simple pixels, but can be increased to reach the full
screen.
The ROM can also store images of a small depth, which are
compatible with the digital to analog converter that is designed
for the application, in this case 8 bits were chosen, 3 for red and
green and only 2 for blue. The most interesting thing is that one
can store a series of ROM memories with different images in
such a way that can make small animations using certain
background images and some other moving images that fit the
needs of the application.
It isimportant to take into account the storage capacity in
internal RAM memory of the FPGA, in this case it worked with
a low cost Xilinx FPGA, which only has a few tens of kilobytes
of storage capacity, but currently and with the explosion of the
scale of integration that today is around ten nanometers per
transistor; Xilinx and Altera have in the market economic
FPGAs with a minimum of 1 Megabyte of internal storage, so
that applications could be made with higher resolution images
and in general with more pixels to be displayed on the screen.
To be able to show the different images on the VGA screen,
multiplexing must be done in time, at a refresh rate higher than
the persistence of the human eye, it is advisable to make this
change between the images shown at a minimum of 60 Hz,
verifying practice if this change is sufficient for the displayed
images to be seen fluently.
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Figure 5: Binary image, simple monochromatic visualization

This section of code will be responsible for performing the
coordinate calculations at a refresh rate according to the needs
and constraints of the user, and in general this calculation of
coordinates can be described in hardware as a frequency
divider that increases a counter that adds to the read pointer
of the ROM memory and position the information read in
another part of the screen, all this at a speed of multiplexing
and refresh higher than the persistence of the human eye, to
avoid stroboscopic effects that are noticed at the moment of
showing the information on the VGA screen.

Object movement control
One of the aspects to take into account in this paper, is that a
design scheme is proposed where the coordinates of the
images or characters to be displayed are generated, this
calculation of coordinates depends on the application, in other
words, if only it requires displaying a monochromatic text
type message, it could be shown horizontally in a certain part
of the screen, in that case only an incremental calculation of
the coordinates in the horizontal counter of the display block
that reads the ROM information would be required, this
increment would be seen simply as the increment of a counter
in the reading pointer of the horizontal ROM memory, this
increment must be done at a much lower time base than that
of the refresh of the screen to realize an animation effect in
the final user. Next, the code in VHDL language that
performs the movement of a 256 color image is shown:

A visualization test with movement is shown in Fig. 6, where
an image is shown to which the whole process described in
this work was performed and the visualization of a character
of the 8-bit games with a small animation is achieved of
movement.

if blank = '0' then
if ((count_H > move_x) and (count_H < (24*4+move_x)))
and count_V < 32*4 then

R <= pixel_actual(7 downto 5);
G <= pixel_actual(4 downto 2);
B <= pixel_actual(1 downto 0);

if count_H_temp(7 downto 3) < 24 then
Figure 6: Real view of an 8-bit image

addr_rom <= ("11000" * count_V(6 downto 2)) + ("00000"
& count_H_temp(6 downto 2));
else

CONCLUSIONS
addr_rom <= (others => '0');

A video CORE was made in a low cost FPGA, which is
capable of displaying binary monochromatic images and / or
8-bit images only using the 1% of the logical gates available
in a Spartan 3E 100K gates and a single block of 1K RAM
memory by 8 bits.

end if;
else…
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Tests were performed with different types of information or
low resolution images, making small animations, generation
of movement and in general processes that require calculation
of coordinates of the information to be displayed.
A series of tests were carried out in the classroom, verifying
whether students through practical experiences carried out the
process of learning to digitize images, playing video through
the VGA port, managing memories and working with
pointers, accountants and pre-scalers, in order to generate
knowledge appropriation regarding the visualization and
manipulation of images in VGA format.
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